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Abstract. In this paper, we introduce a new type of iterated function
systems, named; CIFS. Actually in a CIFS we have some flows instead
of some functions in iterated function systems. Then, we generalize the
notions of average shadowing property, chain transitivity, and attractor
sets on a CIFS. It is shown that every uniformly contracting CIFS has
the average shadowing property. We also prove that if a CIFS, F on a
compact metric space X has the average shadowing property, then F
is chain transitive, but the converse is not always true. As a result, this
proves that if F is an uniformly contracting CIFS on compact metric
space X, then X is the only nonempty attractor of F .
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1. Introduction

The shadowing property of a dynamical system arises from the study related to
Anosov diffeomorphisms [4]. “This property is very important and especially
desirable in the case of chaotic dynamical systems in which the truncation
errors and the approximations of the numerical integration scheme grow dras-
tically fast under forward iterations implying that the numerically obtained
orbit diverges from the true orbit after just very few iterations [10].” In [3],
Blank introduced the concept of average shadowing property, which is a good
tool to characterize Anosov diffeomorphisms. This notion was further studied,
with emphasis on connections with other notions known from discrete dynam-
ical systems, by Niu [11], Sakai [13], Gu [7], Park and Zhang [12]. In [8], the
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authors define the average shadowing property for continuous flows and prove
the following theorem:

Theorem 1.1. Let X be a compact metric space and ϕ : R × X → X be a
continuous flow. If ϕ has the positive (or negative)-average-shadowing property,
then ϕ is chain transitive.

On the other hand, basic concepts in topological dynamics like attractors, mini-
mality, transitivity and shadowing can be extended to iterated function systems
(briefly: IFS) [1, 2, 5, 6]. Specially, Glavan and Gutu defined the shadowing
property for a parameterized iterated function system and prove that every
uniformly contracting IFS has the shadowing property [5].
In this paper, firstly, we define continuous iterated function systems (briefly:
CIFS) on a complete metric space. Then we extend the average shadowing
property and chain transitivity notions on a CIFS. Theorem 3.1 shows that ev-
ery uniformly contracting CIFS has the average shadowing property. Then we
give an example that has the average shadowing property. Theorem 3.3 is the
main result of this paper. Actually, this theorem and the method of its proof is
a generalization of Theorem 1.1. Then, we define the attractor set for a CIFS
and as a corollary of Theorem 3.3, we show that average shadowing property
implies that the whole of the state space is the only nonempty attractor set. In
Example 3.7, we give a CIFS which is chain transitive but does not have the
average shadowing property.

2. Definitions

In this section, we introduce some definitions related to the average shadowing
property and chain transitivity similar to those given in [5, 8, 9].
Let (X, d) be a complete metric space with a metric d and Λ be a nonempty
finite set (as an indexing set). Write R = (−∞,+∞). Let ϕλ : R×X → X be
a continuous flow, for each λ ∈ Λ, that is, ϕλ : R × X → X is a continuous
map and satisfies the following conditions:
(1) ϕλ(0, x) = x for any x ∈ X.
(2) ϕλ(s, ϕλ(t, x)) = ϕλ(s+ t, x) for any x ∈ X and t, s ∈ R.
We call F = {X;ϕλ|λ ∈ Λ} as a continuous iterated function systems (CIFS). A
sequence {xi}i>0 of points in X is said to be an orbit of the CIFS F if for any
i > 0, there exists λi ∈ Λ and ti > 0 such that ϕλi

(ti, xi) = xi+1. Given δ > 0
and T > 0. A bi-sequence ({ti}a6i6b, {xi}a6i6b)(−∞ 6 a < b 6 ∞) is said to
be a (δ, T )− pseudo-orbit of the CIFS F if for any a 6 i 6 b, ti > T and there
exists λi ∈ Λ such that d(ϕλi

(ti, xi), xi+1) < δ.
Let ΛZ+ denote the set of all infinite sequences {λi}i>0 of elements in Λ.
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For δ > 0, a bi-sequence ({ti}06i<∞, {xi}06i<∞) is said to be a (δ, T )-average
pseudo-orbit of F if ti > T and for any 0 6 i <∞ there exists a natural number
N = N(δ) > 0 and σ = {λ0, λ1, λ2, ...} in ΛZ+ , such that for all n > N ,

1
n

n−1∑
i=0

d(xi+1, ϕλi
(ti, xi)) < δ.

A (δ, T )− average pseudo-orbit ({ti}06i<∞, {xi}06i<∞) of the CIFS F is said
to be ε− shadowed in average by the orbit {yi}06i<∞, if there is an orientation
preserving homeomorphism α : R→ R with α(0) = 0 such that

lim sup
n→∞

1
n

n−1∑
i=0

∫ ti

0

d(ϕλi
(α(t), yi), ϕλi

(t, xi))dt < ε,

where {λ0, λ1, λ2, ...} ∈ ΛZ+ and yi+1 = ϕλi
(α(ti), yi) for all i > 0. A CIFS

F is said to have the average shadowing property if for any ε > 0 there is
δ > 0 such that every (δ, 1)− average pseudo-orbit of F can be ε−shadowed in
average by some orbit of F .

Definition 2.1. A CIFS F = {X;ϕλ|λ ∈ Λ} is uniformly contracting, if there
is a positive number α < 1 such that

d(ϕλ(t, x), ϕλ(t, y))
d(x, y)

6 αt,

for all t > 0, λ ∈ Λ and x, y ∈ X.

Definition 2.2. Let x, y ∈ X, a finite sequence {xi}06i6k of the CIFS F is
said to be a (δ, T )-chain from x to y if x0 = x, xk = y and for any 0 6 i < k
we can find a finite sequence ti0, t

i
1, ..., t

i
li

of real numbers and a finite sequence
µi0, µ

i
1, µ

i
2, ..., µ

i
li

of Λ members such that Σlij=0tj > T and
d(xi+1, ϕµi

li

(tili , ϕµi
li−1

(tili−1, ...(ϕµi
0
(ti0, xi))...) < δ

We say that x can be chained to y under F , denoted by x→F y, if for any δ > 0
and T > 0 there is a (δ, T )−chain from x to y. We say that x is chain equivalence
to y, denoted by x ∼F y, if x →F y and y →F x. The set CR(F) = {x ∈ X :
x ∼F x} is said to be chain recurrent set of F and each point in CR(F) is
chain recurrent point of F . A CIFS F is said to be chain transitive if for any
x, y ∈ X, x→F y.

3. Results

In this section we discuss some properties of the average shadowing property
on CIFS. First, we investigate the average shadowing property on uniformly
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contracting CIFS. Then we consider the the relation between the average shad-
owing and chain transitivity properties.
The following theorem is one of the main results of this paper.

Theorem 3.1. If a CIFS F = {X;ϕλ|λ ∈ Λ} is uniformly contracting, then it
has the average shadowing property.

Proof. Given  > 0. Let α be the uniformly contracting ratio number of CIFS
F and δ > 0 be a number such that −1

lnα
1
1−αδ  . Suppose that the bi-sequence

({ti}0i<∞, {xi}0i<∞) is a (δ, 1)-average pseudo-orbit of F . So there exists a
natural number N = N(δ) > 0 and σ = {λ0, λ1, λ2, ...} in ΛZ+ , such that for
all n  N ,

1
n

n−1

i=0

d(xi+1, ϕλi(ti, xi)) < δ.

Put βi = d(xi+1, ϕλi(ti, xi)), for all i  0. Consider an orbit {yi}i0 such that
y0 = x0 and yi+1 = ϕλi(ti, yi), for all i  0. Obviously
d(ϕλ0(t, x0), ϕλ0(t, y0)) = 0 for every 0  t  t0 and

d(ϕλ1(t, x1), ϕλ1(t, y1))  αtd(x1, y1)
 αt(d(x1, ϕλ0(t0, x0)) + d(ϕλ0(t0, x0), ϕλ0(t0, y0)))
 αtβ0.

Similarly

d(ϕλ2(t, x2), ϕλ2(t, y2))  αtd(x2, y2)
 αt(d(x2, ϕλ1(t1, x1)) + d(ϕλ1(t1, x1), ϕλ1(t1, y1)))
 αt(β1 + αt1d(x1, y1))
 αt(β1 + αt1β0),

and

d(ϕλ3(t, x3), ϕλ3(t, y3))  αtd(x3, y3)
 αt(d(x3, ϕλ2(t2, x2)) + d(ϕλ2(t2, x2), ϕλ2(t2, y2)))
 αt(β2 + αt2d(x2, y2))
 αt(β2 + αt2β1 + αt2+t1β0).

So, by induction we have

d(ϕλi+1(t, xi+1), ϕλi+1(t, yi+1))  αt(βi + αtiβi−1 + αti+ti−1βi−2 + ....+ αriβ0),

where ri = ti + ti−1 + ...+ t1.
Consider the identity map on R as an orientation preserving homeomorphism.
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This implies that ti+1
0

d(ϕλi+1(t, yi+1), ϕλi+1(t, xi+1))dt
 αti+1−1

lnα (βi + αtiβi−1 + αti+ti−1βi−2 + ....+ αriβ0)
 −1
lnα (βi + αtiβi−1 + αti+ti−1βi−2 + ....+ αriβ0).

For all i  0. Then
1
n

n−1
i=0

 ti
0
d(ϕλi(t, yi), ϕλi(t, xi))dt

 1
n

n−1
i=0

−1
lnα (βi + αtiβi−1 + αti+ti−1βi−2 + ....+ αriβ0)

 1
n
−1
lnα (β0(α

r0+αr1+...+αrn−1)+β1(αr0+αr1+...+αrn−2)+...+βn−1)
 1

n
−1
lnα

n−1
i=0

1
1−αβi

< −1
lnα

1
1−αδ  . 

Example 3.2. Let ϕ1, ϕ2 : R× R2 → R2 be two flows given by:

ϕ1(t,x) = e−2t


cos t − sin t
sin t cos t


x

and

ϕ2(t,x) =

e−3t 0

0 e−3t


x.

This is clear that F = {R2;ϕ1, ϕ2} is uniformly contracting and by Theorem
3.1 has the average shadowing property.

Figure 1. Graphical analysis of an orbit of F in Example
3.2. x1 = ϕ1(t0, x0), x2 = ϕ2(t1, x1), x3 = ϕ1(t2, x2), ...

x0 = (3, 0)

x1

x2

x3

x4x5

x6
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The following theorem is the main result of this paper.

Theorem 3.3. Let X be a compact metric space and F = {X;ϕλ|λ ∈ Λ} be a
CIFS. If F has the average shadowing property then F is chain transitive.

Proof. Let x, y be two distinct points of X. Given ε > 0 and T > 0. Since X
is a compact metric space. Let δ = δ( ε6 ) > 0 be a number as in the definition
of the average shadowing property of F , that is, every (δ, 1)− average pseudo-
orbit ({ti}06i<∞, {xi}06i<∞) of F can be ε

6 -shadowed in average by an orbit
of F .
Let D be the diameter of X, that is, D = sup{d(x, y) : x, y ∈ X}. Fix a
sufficient larger N0 > T + 1 such that D

N0
< δ and κ ∈ Λ. Define a periodic

sequence {xi}06i<∞ such that
xi = ϕλκ

([i mod 6N0]− 1, x) if [i mod 6N0] ∈ {1, 2, ..., 3N0};
xi = ϕλκ([i mod 6N0]− 6N0, y) if [i mod 6N0] ∈ {3N0 + 1, ..., 6N0}.
That is, the terms of the sequence from i = 1 to i = 6N0 are
x1 = x, ϕλκ

(1, x), ..., ϕλκ
(3N0 − 1, x) = x3N0 ,

x3N0+1 = ϕλκ
(−(3N0 − 1, y), ..., ϕλκ

(−1, y), y = x6N0 .
So for any n > N0

1
n

n−1∑
i=0

d(ϕλi
(1, xi), xi+1) <

n
N0

×D

n
6

D

N0
< δ.

Then, the sequence ({si}06i<∞, {xi}06i<∞) is a (δ, 1)−average pseudo-orbit
of F through x, where si = 1 for all i > 0. Therefore it can be ε

6 -shadowed
in average by the orbit of F , that is, there is a point z in X, a sequence
σ = {λ0, λ1, λ2, ...} ∈ ΛZ+ and an orientation preserving homeomorphism α :
R→ R with α(0) = 0 such that

lim sup
n→∞

1
n

n−1∑
i=0

∫ 1

0

d(ϕλi(α(t), zi), ϕλi(t, xi))dt <
ε

6
.

Where z0 = z and zi+1 = ϕλi
(α(1), zi) for all i > 0. By proof of Theorem 2.1.

in [8], we have the following statements:
(1) There are infinitely many positive integers i and ti ∈ [0, 1] such that
xi ∈ {ϕλκ

(N0, x), ϕλκ
(N0 + 1, x), ..., ϕλκ

(2N0 − 1, x)} and
d(ϕλi

(α(ti), zi), ϕλi
(α(ti, xi)) < ε.

(2) There are infinitely many positive integers j and tj ∈ [0, 1] such that
xj ∈ {ϕλκ

(−(2N0 − 1), y), ϕλκ
(−(2N0 + 1), y), ..., ϕλκ

(−N0, y)} and
d(ϕλj (α(tj), zj), ϕλi(α(tj , xj)) < ε.
Now, we chose 0 < i0 < j0 such that
(i) xi0 ∈ {ϕλκ

(N0, x), ϕλκ
(N0 + 1, x), ..., ϕλκ

(2N0 − 1, x)} and
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d(ϕλi0
(α(ti0), zi0), ϕλi0

(ti0 , xi0) < ε.
(ii) xj0 ∈ {ϕλκ

(−(2N0 − 1), y), ϕλκ
(−(2N0 + 1), y), ..., ϕλκ

(−N0, y)} and
d(ϕλj0

(α(tj0), zj0), ϕλj0
(tj0 , xj0)) < ε.

It may be assumed
xi0 = ϕλκ(i1, x) for some i1 ∈ {N0, N1, ..., 2N0 − 1},
and
xj0 = ϕλκ

(−j1, y) for some j1 ∈ {N0, N1, ..., 2N0 − 1}.
Let
w0 = x,
w1 = xi0 ,
w2 = ϕλi0

(ti0 − T, xi0),
w3 = ϕλi0

(α(ti0), zi0),
w4 = zi0+N0 ,
w5 = ϕλj0

(α(tj0), xj0),
w6 = y,
Now we show that x = w0, w1, w2, w3, w4, w5, w6 = y is a (ε, T )−chain.
d(w1, ϕλκ

(i1, w0)) = d(xi0 , xi0) = 0,
d(w2, ϕλi0

(ti0 − T,w1)) = d(w2, w2) = 0,
d(w3, ϕλi0

(T,w2)) = d(ϕλi0
(α(ti0), zi0), ϕλi0

(ti0 , xi0)) < ε,
d(w4, ϕλi0+N0−1 [α(1), ϕλi0+N0−2(α(1), ...(ϕλi0

(α(1)−α(ti0), w3))...)]) = d(w4, w4)
= 0 < ε.
The proof of the other statements are similar, so there exist a (ε, T )−chain
from x to y. �

Let F = {X;ϕλ|λ ∈ Λ} and U is a subset of X, we put F(U, t) = ∪λ∈Λϕλ(U, t).
For T > 0, we say that y ∈ F(U.[T,∞)) if there is an orbit ({ti}06i6n, {xi}06i6n)
such that Σn−1

i−0 ti > T , x0 ∈ U and xn = y.
A subset A ⊆ X is said to be an attractor of F if there is a neighborhood U of
A in X such that

⋂
s>0{F(U, t)|t > s} = A.

The proof of the following lemma is straightforward from the definitions, so
omitted.

Lemma 3.4. Let X be a compact metric space and F = {X;ϕλ|λ ∈ Λ} be a
CIFS.
(i) There exist an attractor for F ;
(ii) Every attractor set is a closed set.

Corollary 3.5. Let X be a compact metric space and F be a CIFS on X. If
F has the average shadowing property, then
(i) X is the only one chain component of F .
(ii) X is the only nonempty attractor of F .
(iii) X is chain recurrent, that is, CR(F) = X.
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Proof. We only prove (ii), the others are clear.
Suppose that there exist an attractor A 6= ∅ with basin attraction U , we show
that A = X. Let a ∈ A and b ∈ U−A. By Lemma 3.4, A is a closed set, then we
can find δ > 0 such that Bδ(b)∩A = ∅. This implies that B δ

2
(b)∩F(U.[T,∞)) =

∅, for some T > 0. So we can not have a ( δ3 , T )-chain from a to b that is
a contradict from Theorem 3.3. This implies that U − A = ∅. Then A is a
nonempty closed and open set. Hence A = X. �

By Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.5 we have the following corollary.

Corollary 3.6. Let X be a compact metric space and F be a CIFS on X. If
F is uniformly contracting, then
(i) X is the only one chain component of F .
(ii) X is the only nonempty attractor of F .
(iii) X is chain recurrent, that is, CR(F) = X.

The following example shows that the converse of Theorem 3.3, is not true. The
method is based on the description of the orbits.

Example 3.7. Let ψ and φ are two flows on S2 described in Figures 2 (a)
and (b), respectively. In Figure 2 (a) Oψ(S) = {S}, Oψ(N) = {N}, γ and ν
are two periodic orbits parallel to Equator. If p ∈ U1 then {ψ(t, p)}t>0 asymp-
totically converges to γ and limt→−∞{ψ(t, p)} = S. If p ∈ U2 then {ψ(t, p)}t>0

asymptotically converges to ν and {ψ(t, p)}t60 asymptotically converges to γ
(when t → −∞). If p ∈ U3 then {ψ(t, p)}t>0 asymptotically converges to N
and {ψ(t, p)}t60 asymptotically converges to ν(when t → −∞). In Figure 2
(b) Oφ(S) = {S}, Oφ(N) = {N} and the all other orbits are periodic orbits
parallel to Equator.

Now, consider the CIFS, F = {S2;φ, ψ}. Let δ be an arbitrary positive number.

By construction of φ and ψ we can find a (δ, 1)−average pseudo orbit
({ti}06i<∞, {xi}06i<∞) of F such that Aj = {i ∈ N : xi ∈ Uj} ⊂ N has
nonzero density, for each j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. But every orbit of F is a subset of closure
of one Uj where j ∈ {1, 2, 3}. So F does not have the shadowing property.

Suppose that x and y are two arbitrary point in S2. Since the orbits of φ are
periodic and the orbits of φ and ψ are transversal, then for every δ > 0 and
T > 0 we can find a (δ, T )−chain from x to y. Then F is chain transitive.
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property implies the chain transitivity, but Example 3.7 shows that the con-
verse statement is not true.
This is very important to find a CIFS on a compact metric space, especially
on a compact manifold, which has the average shadowing property. It should
be noted, there isn’t any well known uniformly contracting CIFS on a compact
metric space, it is therefore difficult to construct a CIFS on a compact metric
space which has the shadowing property. But I guess that a CIFS on the torus
T2 contains the rational and irrational flows has the average shadowing prop-
erty. Up to this point and Example 3.7, the consideration of average shadowing
property for a CIFS when X is T2 or S2 will be a new our research topic. Also,
in the further research we are going to define the minimality on a CIFS and
discuss about the following question:
Which CIFS with the average shadowing property is a minimal CIFS?
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shadowing property.
Suppose that x and y are two arbitrary point in S2. Since the orbits of
φ are periodic and the orbits of φ and ψ are transversal, then for every
δ > 0 and T > 0 we can find a (δ, T )−chain from x to y. Then F is
chain transitive.

4 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we define the continuous iterated function systems (CIFS)
and extend some important notions, like; attractor set, average shadow-
ing property, and chain transitivity on CIFS. Moreover we prove that
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